The stable and secure way to invest
your capital
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ABOUT CO CASH
Co Cash is aimed to build a platform for individuals and organizations
where they can safely invest their money, with effective redistribution
mechanisms.
We have a team of young motivated, fully equipped professionals based
around the world. In addition to quick and good returns, you can also be
sure of the security and stability of your investment. We see ourselves as a
long-term secure project with concrete goals and use cases.
Co Token is a Defi (Decentralized Finance) protocol on the Binance Smart
Chain that offers fair distribution, and an auto-balancing burn mechanism
that yields a lifetime of easy flowing, passive rewards to its Holders.
Our mission is to open the cryptocurrency market to everyone interested
by providing an easy and secure platform that everyone can use. Our
platform is secured and offers great adaptability for all users.
The value of the Co Token increases steadily as more people join and
remains relatively stable due to the Co Treasury and the auto-balancing
graveyard. The Cash Stablecoin Stacking APR also increases as more
people join and more bonds exist.
The application possibilities are very versatile: Saving, investing, and
speculating with the two different tokens Co and Cash. The whole Project
draws attention to the inequality and injustice when it comes to money
and promotes a healthy approach to our modern means of
communication, which make it possible to mine Co tokens in which you
take time out from them.

WHAT INVESTORS WILL GAIN
Investors benefit from a safe and stable ecosystem that supports charities
with a DAO that enables user participation.
Holders can sit back and earn passive rewards from transaction fees
charged on every buy, sell and transfer of Co Tokens. Co Token is also
used as partial redemption collateral for the Cash Stablecoin, which is
minted by providing Binance USD (BUSD).
At the Cash Stablecoin side, we have a Native Stacking with a variable
APR and we also have a Cash Bonding System that gives a fixed 205%
APR.
Co Cash has more features that will be added at a later date as such as:
Usecase in real-life pay with cash stable Coin like CashApp.
Digital Well Being mining app like Forest simply that you mint Co
Tokens while you're not on your cellphone.
Co-Cash as a mobile app with minimal entry effort, e.g. with Credit
Card payments.
Crowdfunding.
Fair Loans.
Community Fund like Charity Wallet simply that people can apply to
get money.
Progressive tax system at Cash Stablecoin.
UBI Lottery.

ROADMAP
DEVELOPMENT STAGE
Q1
2022

Website and Whitepaper
Developed
Promotion/Marketing
Building A Community
Crowdfunding
Developing of Smart Contracts and
DAPP

RELEASE STAGE

Q2
2022

Smart Contracts Deploy
Launch of DAPP
Liquidity Drive Event
Pancakeswap Listing
DAO on snapshot.org
Charity Wallet
KYC Founder
Audit
Coin Listing on Coinmarketcap and
Coingecko

FUTURE STAGE
Q3 & Q4
2022

Digital Wellbeing Mining App
Basic Income Lottery
Progressive Taxes
Community Fund

TOKENOMICS
LIQUIDITY DRIVE EVENT
The initial token distribution takes place as a 1-week liquidity drive
event. During this period, participants can add BNB as liquidity to get
Co-Tokens at the lowest possible cost; as their contribution is not
subject to any slippage
Or exchange fees, which will be factored into future orders on the
official exchange listing.
The price for each Co-Token is not set and will be determined by the
number of tokens
Available and the total BNB raised after the liquidity event has ended.
Once the Raising period has concluded, 25% of a quadrillion tokens
will be distributed to those who
Provided liquidity during the drive (split proportionately by their
contribution amount).
49% of a quadrillion tokens will be removed from circulation and sent
to the graveyard
Address. 0.5% will be allocated towards marketing and development
purposes, 0.25% for Charity, 0.25% for Mining Pool, and the
remaining 25% will be used to provide locked liquidity onto Pancake
Swap for the official listing.

UNIQUE REDISTRIBUTION
Holders of Co Tokens will receive passive rewards by simply holding
the token in their wallet from the 10% transaction fee from every
purchase, sale, and transfer. The 10% transaction fee is distributed as
stated below:

5%
Locked Liquidity

4% Rewards

0.25 % Charity

0.25 % Mining
Pool

TOKEN DISTRIBUTIONS
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
In addition, Co-Tokens are also used as partial repayment collateral for the
Stable Coin cash, which will be coined by providing Binance USD (BUSD).
There will be a starting offering of one quadrillion CoToken and the
distribution will be as follows:

49%

Burning ( with Automatic Compensation
Mechanism)

0.5%

Marketing and Development

0.25%

Charity

0.25%

Mining Pool

25%

Contractual Locked Liquidity

25%

Community Participants during
liquidity drive event

Co Cash offers a continuous Automatic Compensation Mechanism
with a rebalance of 1% (10 trillion tokens) whenever the graveyard has
reached 51%. This rebalance is transferred to the Liquidity Pool in form
of a transaction.

NATIVE STAKING
Investors can stake their cash and compound their earnings by staking
their Stablecoin rewards to earn passive rewards with a variable APR.
On minting and redeeming of Cash, there is a 1% transaction fee.
This fee is distributed as follows:

81%

Co-Token/BUSD LP
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Reward Pool

Performance Pool
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UBI Pool
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The rewards from the Native Stacking come from the Rewards and
Performance Pool, which pays out 1% of its balance to all players daily. The
rewards that you receive are paid out proportionately to your deposited
amount and total stake % of the supply.

BONDING SYSTEM
This is a process where Players deposit their Cash into the Bonding
System. The Cash deposited will be burnt, meaning that players will not be
able to withdraw their principal amount back but it will be paid back at a
fixed rate of 0.56% per day which amounts to 205% APR from their
deposited amount in the form of Stablecoin rewards over 365 days.

How exactly does the Bonding System work?
Out of the players' investment goes 25% to tax while the remaining 75% of
players' investment is burnt and split equally between the Co-Token
Treasury and the Co-Token Treasury/BUSD PancakeSwap LiquidityPool.

PLAYERS'
INVESTMENT
25% Tax

75% Burn

50%
Co-Token
Treasury

50%
Co-Token
Treasury/BUSD
PancakeSwap
LiquidityPool

The daily output would be 1% but there is a claim tax of 25% resulting in
0.75% per day which in turn with the remaining 75% of the investment
results in the 205% APR.
The Rewards comes from the following Sources:
50% Taxes
50% Co-Token LP/Treasury Reflection Rewards
Bonds are tied to players’ wallets and can be added to (or compounded) at
anytime. Regardless of the market condition, bonding ensures yield is paid
out for the long term. An increase in the Total Value Locked (TVL) in Co
Cash bonding also boosts the APR for the Native Staking system.
This system allows you to earn stable coins at a fixed yield and low risk.

How sustainable is the Whole System?
The treasuries ( Co Token Treasury and BUSD Treasury) are very vital in
the Cash bonding System. The Co Token treasury is the Co Cash reserve
of funds that is used to provide partial collateral for Stable Coin while the
Cash Treasury is the BUSD reserve of funds that is used to provide partial
collateral for Stable Coin.
Since the Co Token Treasury acts as a large player, it always ensures a
Collateralization Ratio above 1 using the rewards from incoming trading
volume from Co Token.
Collateralization Ration is the current asset ratio of the combined
treasuries (Cash and Co Token) to the Co Token/BUSD Liquidity Pool (LP)
in Pancake Swap. When the ratio exceeds 1 that means there is an excess
to pay for the yield and redemption of Stable Coins in the ecosystem.

PARTNER SYSTEM
Co Cash adopts a Partner System where rewards from every deposit and
roll are split to 50/50 between the partners.
In the Partner System, no default wallet earns rewards, airdrops down are
automatically set to 50/50 split from the 1% fee charged on every deposit.
If you set up an affiliate, you will earn bonus rewards of 0.5% on deposits
and 0.5% on throws.
You can change your upline "Partner" at any time and the more team
members you choose to partner with, the more you earn.

1% Deposit
Charge

0.5%
Partnership
Reward

0.5%
Partnership
Reward

BASIC INCOME RAFFLE
Co Cash engages Universal Basic Income by a lottery system.
UBI Pool is specially dedicated for this purpose. A minimum amount of
100 cash will be required to participate in the cash bonding system
and the solving of captchas.
Once there is 12k USD in the UBI Pool, two winners will be
automatically drawn who have participated in the draw.
The UBI will be paid weekly to the winner's wallet in cash.

CONCLUSION
Co Cash proffers a lasting solution to the unstable and insecure doubts in
the Defi market with the combination of our dedicated professionals and
deep expertise powered by blockchain technology.
We believe in cooperation from all stakeholders. Cooperation is essential
for any business to thrive. Pooling and Sharing reduce the amplitude of
fluctuations and, therefore, increase the long-time growth rate for
cooperators. Nowak (2006, p. 1563) concludes his review of the
mechanisms of cooperation with the words: “Perhaps the most remarkable
aspect of evolution is its ability to generate cooperation in a competitive
world.”
Participants of our Co Cash Ecosystem must be willing to give away
something of value to maintain the cooperative deal. At the end of the
day, both the recipients and the donor benefits from the process. Initially,
the previous Holders benefits more. but over time, the same goes round
everyone by our effective Pooling and Sharing system. We all have our
roles to play and to play them well.

Contacts:
Website: co-cash.com
Email: team@co-cash.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cocashcrypto
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/bxJqCFYXEz
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/cocash/
Medium: https://cocash.medium.com/
Github: https://github.com/Co-Cash

